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Decisions Suite and DecisionsXPress Suite deliver rating bureau support for 
commercial lines and management of custom deviations. Both integrated  
systems include flexible, comprehensive policy, billing and claims solutions  
for insurers, MGAs, niche providers and start-ups.

The integration of core processing and customer-facing initiatives in both  
systems support the complexities and nuances of policy, billing and claims 
operations. The systems are continually updated and enhanced seamlessly  
and non-disruptively, keeping the technology future-proof. Both the Decisions 
Suite and DecisionsXPress Suite let insurance organizations stay competitive.

With each suite, clients gain an all-in-one comprehensive, flexible system  
that delivers rich content and deep functionality for all types of insurance, 
including multiple types of users and roles throughout distribution channels.  
Key features include:

Tools-Driven Web Architecture. Users can take line of business support and 
configure it into programs and products as needed. 

Data & Analytics Infusion. Insurity content specialists handle the complex task of 
monitoring, analyzing, interpreting and integrating bureau content into the system, 
including exceptions and unique implementations that clients may require.

User/Role Centricity & User Experience Flexibility. Regardless of the type of 
user, the suites offer complete flexibility when it comes to functions and data 
views. Users can define what they most need to see in the system to support their 
workflows.

Enhanced Value. Decisions Suite supports experiences within the application and 
can extend these services to other areas, such as rating, rules and functions.



DecisionsXPress Suite is an advanced, full-featured system that offers a lighter 
implementation effort and the flexibility required to customize the data capture 
and workflow modules.
 
Built into DecisionsXPress Suite are Insurity’s SmartTools, billing and reporting 
functions.

 
SmartTools
Screen-based SmartTools let users define and build any insurance product 
or line of business, without programming or scripting. Decisions Suite and 
DecisionsXPress Suite minimize external support costs while increasing speed  
to market and providing flexibility to drive innovation.

 

DecisionsXPress

Streamline Your Billing and Claims
Decisions Suite and DecisionsXPress Suite support varying complexities and  
volumes of claims for commercial lines, workers’ compensation and custom lines.  
The suites also offer scalable billing that can meet the needs of all size organizations, 
from start-ups to Tier 1 insurers. Additional features of the suites include:

Streamlined processes. Pre-integrated policy and claims systems or a full 
combination lets Insurity clients meet their unique needs while making it easy  
on all users.
 

Exceptional user experience. Agents, insureds, service providers and claimants 
gain an exceptional experience through innovative, app-oriented design, intuitive 
self-service loss/injury reporting and claim status, as well as automated claim 
routing. 

Intuitive, configurable functions. The systems are customizable without the need 
for coding or additional programming. 

Improved transparency. User-friendly dashboards and reporting options provide 
easy access to processes, increasing transparency. 

Easy intake. The systems make claims intake and administration simple, with 
First Notice of Loss/First Report of Injury, integrated litigation and medical case 
management, as well as payment and activity monitoring. 

Flexible options for billing. The suites accommodate a variety of billing options 
for insureds, from checks and Electronic Funds Transfer to credit/debit cards and 
Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment. 
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Stay Grounded with  
Insurity’s Cloud Leadership
Insurity clients’ IT teams spend little or no time on hardware and software installations with 
our integrated suites. We perform all system maintenance, upgrades and support through 
the cloud — backed by our 100% uptime guarantee — so you can focus on the decisions  
that will move your business ahead.  

To see how Decisions Suite and DecisionsXPress Suite can make a  
difference for your organization, visit www.insurity.com. 


